Literature-based discovery tools have been often used to overcome the problem of fragmentation of science and to assist researchers in their process of cross-domain knowledge discovery.
INTRODUCTION
Literature-based discovery (LBD) is an IT technology for examining hidden relations among pieces of information published in diverse and rapidly growing scientific literature. It has proved to be useful for overcoming the problem of fragmentation of science and for assisting researchers in their process of cross-domain knowledge discovery [1] . The field of LBD started to evolve with the early work of Swanson [2] and Smalheiser [3] , who developed early approaches to assist the user in detecting interesting cross-domain bridging terms with a goal to discover unknown relations between previously unrelated concepts in two different domains (two corpora of medical articles) of interest. Their idea of discovering new hypotheses by connecting fragmented pieces of knowledge from different contexts via bridging terms has proved to be very powerful and has inspired other researchers to develop it further [1] .
Several IT tools have been developed in the field of LBD, with notable results like early ARROWSMITH [3] and its extensions [4, 5] , LitLinker [6] , and BITOLA [7] . An example tool that we have developed in previous research is CrossBee [8] , a web-based tool for bridging term (b-term) discovery and exploration, which implements an ensemble based term ranking approach to finding new connections between two predefined domains, represented by two user defined sets of biomedical articles. The research conducted by Petrič et al. [9] and Sluban et al. [10] complements this research by showing that bridging terms are substantially more frequent in documents that are outlier documents of their own domain, compared to their frequency in normal, non-outlier documents. Analogously to statistics, where an outlier is defined as an observation that falls outside the overall pattern of a distribution [11] , an outlier document in the field of LBD is a document that lies outside the main group of documents of its own domain and is, therefore, in two domain settings more similar to the documents of the other explored domain than to the documents of the domain of its origin.
Recently, an online web-based platform TextFlows [12] has been developed to facilitate handy and repeatable experimentation with complex text mining tools. Using TextFlows, the interested user can construct text mining workflows composed of numerous predefined text processing components. The constructed workflows can be executed and the results displayed for further inspection and analysis. Several other web-based tools for the analysis of biomedical literature that focus on biomedical entities such as disease, drugs, genes, proteins and organs are described by Holzinger et al. [13] .
Such IT tools can offer help also in integrating Publisher: Kernel Press. Copyright c (2017) the Author(s). This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. data and knowledge from different contexts (e.g., biomedicine, microbiology, nutrition, etc.) to provide guidelines for evidence based interdisciplinary biomedical and clinical research. A prominent challenge of this kind is human population ageing. Average life expectancy continues to rise, causing severe demographic changes with dramatic consequences, especially regarding deteriorated health of aged individuals and the lack of resources for effectively managing ageing-related diseases. Our preliminary literature mining investigation in this field of age-related pathologies, such as neurodegenerative diseases, suggested links between dietary issues and Alzheimer's disease to be further investigated [14] . Some recent medical studies also indicate exploring connections between the digestive system, gut microbiome and neurodegenerative diseases (like Alzheimer's disease) as a promising area of biomedical research [15] . A growing number of recently published research papers in this area is a strong motivation for using text and literature mining methods to research the hypothesis that, besides causing gut problems, an imbalance of gut microbiome can be associated with memory and cognition dysfunction and brain diseases.
In our previous case study, in which we investigated potential links between gut microflora and Alzheimer's disease, the methodology relied on using literature mining tools OntoGen [16] and CrossBee [17] to search for hidden relations in the published scientific papers [18] . This paper presents an extended methodology, together with its implementation as a workflow in web-based text mining platform TextFlows [12] , enabling its wider use and re-use by other researchers.
The methodology combines the process of detecting outlier documents and the literature-based discovery process, aiming to help the expert in finding implicit relationships among concepts of two different domains of interest. The underlying assumption is that while the majority of articles in the given scientific domain describe matters related to a common understanding of the domain or more intensively investigated issues, the exploration of outlier documents may lead to the detection of scientifically, pharmacologically or clinically relevant bridging concepts among sets of scientific articles from two disjoint domains in a novel, not yet explored way [18] . This paper is organized as follows. The Methods section introduces and describes the two methods that are used for knowledge discovery: outlier document detection and closed discovery literature mining. Then, the combined methodology is presented as a two-step process, combining outlier document detection and cross-domain term exploration using the CrossBee tool, which has been implemented as a workflow in web-based platform TextFlows.
The Results section illustrates the application of the methodology to Alzheimer's disease and gut microbiome domains. The Discussion section evaluates and compares the obtained results with other research, providing a summary and directions for further work. 
METHODS
This section describes the background technologies that are used in our approach to cross-domain literature-based discovery.
It first outlines some approaches to outlier document detection, followed by the presentation of the closed discovery process used in literature-based discovery.
The third subsection describes a methodology that combines detection of outlier documents and literature based discovery with the aim of reducing the search space for potential linking terms. In the fourth subsection the implementation of the novel methodology as a workflow in TextFlows is presented.
Outlier document detection
One of the techniques that can be used to detect outlier documents is by using classification algorithms [10] . The technique works as follows. Having documents from two domains of interest we first train a classification model that distinguishes between the documents of these domains. Using the constructed model we classify all the documents. The documents that are misclassified, i.e. classified as belonging to the other domain than to the domain of its origin, are declared to be outlier documents, since according to the classification model they do not belong to their domain of origin. These domain outliers are actually borderline documents as they were considered by the model to be more similar to the other domain than to their originating domain. In other words, if an instance of class A is classified in the opposite class C, we consider it to be an outlier of domain A, and vice versa. We denote the two sets of domain outlier documents with O(A) and O(C), respectively. Figure 1 illustrates this principle.
It can be shown that the majority of bridging terms can be found in outlier documents [10] , as show on the gold standard migraine-magnesium domain pair, for which a confirmed list of concept bridging terms (b-terms) was made available. The experimental results showed that the sets of detected outlier documents were relatively small -including less than 5% of the entire datasets -and that they contained a great majority of bridging terms, which was significantly higher than in same-sized random subsets. Hence the effort needed for finding cross-domain links is substantially reduced, as it requires exploring a much smaller subset of documents, where a great majority of b-terms are present and more frequent. The achieved search space reduction has two important consequences. First, the executions of the used LBD tools are substantially faster on smaller document sets. In addition, due to specific current functional limitations of each tool, the original large sets of documents might exceed the tool's capacity. Second, faster execution times and smaller result sets containing potential bridging terms impose less strain on the involved experts, thus making their involvement in the process more efficient and effective.
An alternative approach to outlier document detection is by using document clustering. Document clustering refers to clustering methods [19] , which are very popular for grouping instances in terms of their similarity, but addopted to grouping of text documents [20] .
In particular, we used the OntoGen document clustering tool [16] to find outlier documents. In the approach, proposed by Petrič et al. [9] , we concentrated on a specific type of outliers -the domain outliers -i.e. the documents that tend to be more similar to the documents of the opposite domain than to those of their own domain. The approach consists of two steps. In the first step, the OntoGen clustering algorithm [16] is applied to cluster the merged document set A∪C, consisting of documents from both domains A and C. The result of unsupervised clustering is a set of two document clusters: A' (i.e. a set of documents from A∪C classified as A), and C' (i.e. a set of documents from A∪C classified as C). Then, in the second step, for each of the clusters a supervised clustering approach is applied taking into account the documents' original domains A and C. As a result, a two-level tree hierarchy of clusters is generated, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
The OntoGen tool can then be used to build two document clusters, A' and C' (where A'∪C' = AC) in an unsupervised manner, using OntoGen's 2-means clustering algorithm (see Figure 2 ). Cluster A' (labeled Classified as A in Figure 2 ) consists mainly of documents from A, but may contain also some documents from C. Similarly, cluster C' (labeled Classified as C in Figure 2 ) consists mainly of documents from C, but may contain also some documents from A.
Results obtained by Sluban et al. [10] and by Petrič et al. [9] confirm the hypothesis that most bridging terms appear in outlier documents and that by considering only outlier documents the search space for b-term identification can be largely reduced. In this way, we can substantially reduce the search space for finding b-term candidates.
Closed discovery with literature mining
Early work in literature-based discovery (LBD) by Swanson [2] and Smalheiser et al. [3] resulted in an approach to assist the user by detecting interesting cross-domain terms with a goal to uncover the possible relations between previously unrelated concepts. The online ARROWSMITH system, developed by Smalheiser et al. [3] , takes as input two sets of titles of scientific papers from disjoint domains (disjoint document corpora) A and C, and lists terms that are common to A and C; the resulting bridging terms b are further investigated by the user for their potential to generate new scientific hypotheses. Their approach, known as the ABC model of knowledge discovery (note that in the ABC model, uppercase letter symbols A, B and C are used to represent concepts (or sets of terms), and lowercase symbols a, b and c to represent single terms), addresses several settings, including the closed discovery setting, introduced by Weeber et al. [21] , where two initially separate domains A and C are specified by the user at the beginning of the discovery process, and the goal is to search for bridging concepts (terms) b in B in order to support the validation of the hypothesized connection between A and C.
By studying two separate literatures, the literature on migraine headache and the articles on magnesium, Swanson [22] discovered connections supportive for the hypothesis that magnesium deficiency might cause migraine headache. This well-known example has become the gold standard in the literature mining field and has been used as a benchmark in several studies, including our own work, developed by Juršič et al. [8] , Sluban et al. [10] and Petrič et al. [9] , which is the basis for the methodology presented in this paper.
Estimating which of the terms have a high potential for interesting discoveries is a challenging research question. Juršič et al. [8] suggested a solution in which candidate bridging terms are ranked by ensemble voting of heuristics. The methodology was implemented in the CrossBee system, an off-the-shelf solution for finding bridges between two user-defined domains/literatures. Supplementary functionalities and visualizations make CrossBee a user-friendly web application, helping the experts to efficiently investigate cross-domain links.
Instead of a single step outlier detection process, used in Petrič et al. [9] , we here use a two-step outlier detection process using OntoGen, illustrated in Figure 3 when applying OntoGen on the actual documents of this application.
The method uses domains A and C, and builds a joint document set AC (i.e. A∪C). For this intention, two individual sets of documents (e.g. titles, abstracts or full texts of scientific articles), one for each domain under research (namely, literature A and literature C), are automatically retrieved from bibliographic databases or extracted from other document sources. We consider all the terms and not just the medical ones. A list of 523 English stop words is then used to filter out meaningless words, and English Porter stemming is applied.
Combined methodology proposed in our previous work
The particular methodology applied in this work follows our previous work in outlier detection [9] using a document clustering and exploration tool OntoGen [16] . In this methodology, each document from the two literatures is an instance, represented by a set of words using frequency statistics based on the Bag of Words (BoW) text representation [23] . The BoW vector enables to measure content similarity of documents. Content similarity computation is performed with OntoGen, which was designed for interactive data-driven construction of topic ontologies [16] . Content similarity is measured by cosine distance and the standard TF*IDF (term frequency inverse document frequency) word weighting measure [24] , where high frequency of co-occurring words in documents indicates high document similarity.
The cosine similarity measure, commonly used in information retrieval and text mining to determine the semantic closeness of two documents where document features are represented using the BoW vector space model, is used to position the documents according to their similarity to the representative document (centroid) of a selected domain. Documents positioned based on the cosine similarity measure can be visualized in OntoGen by a similarity graph with cosine similarity values that fall within the [0, 1] interval. Value 0 means extreme dissimilarity, where two documents share no common words, while value 1 represents the similarity between two semantically identical documents in the BoW representation.
New methodology and its implementation as a repeatable workflow in TextFlows
Compared to this early approach to outlier document detection using OntoGen, an upgraded method is proposed in this paper.
We implemented the presented approach in a web-based 1 text mining platform called TextFlows [12] that is used to construct and execute advanced text mining workflows. The workflow (see Figure 4) consists of seven steps implemented as sub-processes.
The connections between sub-processes represent the flow of documents from one sub-process to another. In overview, steps 1-3 represent Outlier detection part, and steps 4-7 represent Cross-domain exploration part. Note that in the second part the role of the domain expert is crucial. Each sub-process is further presented and explained in Figures 5 and 7 .
In the first three steps of the workflow depicted in Figure 4 the outlier documents are identified and extracted (instead of OntoGen we use NoiseRank [25] as implemented in TextFlows). The goal of this phase is to extract a set of outlier documents from the whole corpus of input documents. Consequently, by decreasing the size of the input set of documents the second phase becomes more focused, efficient and effective.
In the last four steps of the workflow in Figure 4 components that constitute CrossBee [17] are executed to conduct expert-guided b-term analysis. Here, the goal is to further prepare the input documents for b-term visualization and exploration.
In Figure 5 the detailed workflows for the first three sub-processes 1. Document acquisition and preprocessing, 2. Outlier document identification and 3. Outlier document extraction are presented.
The main task of the first sub-process, labeled 1. Document acquisition and preprocessing, is to read the input set of documents from a file and to transform text documents into a predefined well-structured data representation containing a set of relevant features for further processing [20] . Each document is represented by a BoW vector of numerical values [23] , one for each feature of the selected representational model. In TextFlows, the preprocessing techniques are based on standard text mining concepts [1] and include Tokenization, Stop words tagging, and Stem/Lemma tagging, which are all present in the workflow of the first sub-process. Note that the applied preprocessing techniques do not include more complex text mining techniques like Part of speech tagging, Entity detection and Relation detection [20] .
The purpose of the two workflows of the second and third sub-processes in Figure 5 is to identify and extract outlier documents from the initial document corpus. In contrast to the approach for outlier detection with OntoGen, described in Methods section, NoiseRank component implements a different strategy [25] . Here, classifiers are used to detect atypical documents in categorized document corpora, which can be considered as outliers of their own document category. In the workflow shown in Figure 5 we used four classifiers implemented in TextFlows to determine outlier documents: 2.2. Decision Tree classifier, 2.3. k-Nearest Neighbours classifier, 2.4. Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier, and 2.5. SVM Linear classifier [20] .
The main purpose of NoiseRank component as implemented in TextFlows (widget 2.10. in Figure 5 ) is to support domain experts in identifying noisy, outlier or erroneous data instances [25] .
The users are able to select the noise detection algorithms to be used in the ensemble-based noise detection process. The NoiseRank methodology workflow returns a visual representation of a list of potential outlier documents, ranked according to the decreasing number of noise detection algorithms which identified a document as outlier.
So, in addition, the users can obtain a visual representation of top-ranked outlier documents as shown in Figure 6 . The feature allows also for manual intervention (inclusion or exclusion from the list of outliers). Note that in our experiments we have chosen the default select-all option. In Figure 7 the detailed workflows for sub-processes 4. B-term candidate extraction, 5. Heuristic selection, 6. B-term score calcualtion and 7. B-term vizualization and exploration are presented.
The component 4.1 first constructs BoW representation of the remaining outlier documents. Then, in sub-process 5., the heuristics used to evaluate b-term potential are selected [8] .
Sub-process 6. consists of a single widget labeled 6.1. Calculate Term Heuristic Scores. This widget takes as an input several heuristics specifications and performs the actual calculations of the heuristics on each and every b-term. 7.4. Explore in CrossBee widget, which exports the final ranking results and the annotated document corpus into web application CrossBee, is the most important part of sub-process 7. This component enables manual exploration of potential b-terms and respective documents.
The proposed methodology of using outlier documents to speed-up literature based discovery process was first implemented as a combination of two text mining tools: OntoGen and CrossBee [18] . In this paper we extended the methodology by presenting it as a workflow in TextFlows platform [12] . In principle, the two implementations share the same philosophy; however, they are not identical because they use different methods for detecting outlier documents.
OntoGen is a desktop application freely available for download 2 that runs on Windows operating system. As mentioned earlier, CrossBee 3 and TextFlows are both web applications accessible through a web browser. The CrossBee part of the methodology corresponds to sub-processes 4-7 in TextFlows workflow in Figure 4 . Since the CrossBee components are also implemented in TextFlows, the two parts are virtually identical. However, the outlier detection part (sub-processes 1-3 in Figure 4 ) differs between the two approaches. While OntoGen is efficient and can process several thousands of documents in a couple of minutes, it might take TextFlows workflow component several hours to process the same workload. On the other hand, TextFlows workflows are more transparent and allow for easier parametrization and user intervention. So, for efficiency reasons, the outlier detection part in our experiment was carried out in OntoGen.
RESULTS
In the practical experiment with the proposed methodology we have demonstrated the utility of outlier detection to finding links between the literatures from two distinctive domains: gut microbiome and Alzheimer's disease.
In the first experiment, we downloaded two input sets of documents from PubMed: 83,322 papers obtained from query "Alzheimer" and 73,960 papers obtained from query "(gut OR intestinal) AND (microbiota OR bacteria)". We used titles and abstracts based on previous experimental evidences described in [26] . Due to current functional limitations of the tool, these sets were reduced by eliminating documents older than two years (i.e. we included years 2014 and 2015) and documents with incomplete title or abstract. As a result, we obtained 8,934 "Alzheimer" papers and 8,937 "gut microbiota" papers. Note that in further work we consider experimenting with more elaborated search criteria using MeSH terms filtering, which would result in a reduced set of outlier documents that needed to be explored by the expert. Related to the workflow implementation in Figure 5 , which is included as an illustration of the methodology, we, for the proof of concept, extracted a random sample of 1.971 papers from the whole set of 17.863 papers (11%) and obtained 248 outlier documents for further processing. It took the first three sub-processes 7 minutes to complete the outlier detection phase.
On the joint set of 17,863 papers we constructed a two-level document hierarchy with OntoGen, following the approach to identify outlier documents, proposed in [9] . At the first level, after transforming the documents into a feature vector format, the documents were clustered according to the cosine similarity into two distinct document clusters. At the second level, as shown in Figure 3 , each of the two clusters was further separated according to the document search origin ("Alzheimer" or "gut microbiota") into two sub-clusters.
Based on the constructed cluster hierarchy from Figure 3 we obtained 582 outlier documents (428 from "Alzheimer" and 154 from "gut microbiota"). We further explored these documents in the on-line Cross-domain Bisociative Exploration Tool CrossBee. By processing the documents from the two separate domains (literatures) of interest, CrossBee extracted 4.723 terms as potential terms connecting the two domains. The terms in CrossBee were ranked according the estimated bridging term potential [17] , tending to push more interesting terms to the top of the list. Even though the list of potential bridging terms is ordered according to the term's potential, browsing and analyzing the terms from the list still presents a substantial burden for the domain expert and supportive team.
To further reduce the size of the potential bridging term list, the domain expert prepared a special list of 289 potentially interesting terms. They were extracted from 42 papers obtained from PubMed search query "gut+Alzheimer". Common terms (such as dementia, ageing, neurodegeneration, inflammation, microbiome, probiotics etc.) and specific molecular factors and pathways (such as the names of transcription factors, trophic factors, proteins misfolded or aggregated, mechanisms of oxidative stress and lipid synthesis, etc.), were manually identified in title, abstracts, and keywords of such publications. 55 terms from this list appeared also among the 4.723 terms extracted by CrossBee.
Several terms from the prepared list were also suggested by CrossBee and identified by the expert as prospective for further exploration. The candidate terms include, for example, "cox" (ranked 80 in CrossBee), "mucosa" (122), "beta amyloid" (749), "nitric oxide synthase" (1153) and "phenylalanine" (2080). In the evaluation and discussion that followed the relevant papers for each b-term candidate were reviewed and searched for potential clues justifying further investigation.
Here we give an example how a promising b-term identified by the expert can be further explored using literature knowledge [18] . The b-term 'nitric oxide synthase' (i.e. NOS) [27] can be interpreted in view of microbiome contribution in NOS-mediated inflammation at gut level [28] [29] [30] [28] [29] [30] .
Although not yet demonstrated, it is likely that such effects dysregulate the brain-gut communication. In pathological conditions, such as during inflammation or in the presence of environmental stressors or ageing, abnormal iNOS function results in oxidative effects and neurodegeneration. In particular, in the gut, iNOS induces intestinal barrier damage [31] , and in the brain causes nitrosylation of proteins and cell death with neurological consequences like dementia, Alzheimer or Parkinson diseases [32, 33] . Even though NO is locally produced, its effects can diffuse systemically, thus influencing the progression of the disease [34] [35] [36] [ [34] [35] [36] . Bioactive nutrients possibly modulate individual microbiome responses limiting inflammation and free radical synthesis, including NO [37] . Although further studies are necessary to clarify the consequences of pathological NO signaling in different tissues, the study of NO/iNOS-targeted therapeutic strategies might have a clinical benefit [38] . Our study suggests that such a validated IT process identify new common molecular targets that can be used as multi-purpose drugs, able to block multiple processes such as oxidative and inflammatory effects with high neuroprotection relevance for peripheral and central neurons. Note that the combined query "Alzheimer gut nitric oxide" in PubMed revealed that there are no articles that correspond to this query, indicating that this connection was not previously explored in the literature available in PubMed.
DISCUSSION
The presented methodology integrates the process of exploring outlier documents and the literature-based discovery process. The methodology was first executed by combining two text mining tools OntoGen [16] and CrossBee [17] . Apart from constructing the document clustering from the input set of documents and finding the keywords describing the two document classes, OntoGen can be used to narrow down the search for bridging terms in CrossBee by identifying the set of outlier documents. In such way, the search in CrossBee can be more focused, efficient and effective. This opens the door for many new applications in which the size of the search space is a severe limiting factor.
We have also implemented the proposed methodology as a workflow in TextFlows platform [12] . Besides a clear demonstration and explanation of the procedural steps required by the methodlogy, it enables easy access and execution of the methodology for the interested researcher to experiment with various input files and parameter settings.
In our experiment it turned out that the expert from the biomedical field played a crucial role in the document exploration process, as the interdisciplinary collaboration between the team members allowed for efficient investigation of bridging terms suggested by CrossBee. Among them, in our first experiment, we identified and decided to focus on the term "nitric oxide synthase" [27] as a promising novel bridging term. From the set of articles that were used as input to CrossBee the expert carefully reviewed the four articles containing this term; three from the "Alzheimer" domain [34] [35] [36] [ [34] [35] [36] and one from the "gut microbiota" domain [30] . In addition, the combined query "Alzheimer gut nitric oxide" in PubMed revealed that there are no articles that correspond to this query, which is especially interesting, indicating that this connection was not previously explored in the available literature.
Due to the rapid growth of scientific literature and the subsequent huge search space of possibilities, IT offers a useful support to solve complex interdisciplinary questions in finding cross-domain links leading to new insights and discoveries. In this paper we suggest a methodology that combines two possible approaches to overcome this problem. First it identifies the parts of the search space with increased probability of finding good candidate terms/concepts thus restricting the huge amounts of existing literature to more manageable sources to be explored, and then it estimates the potential of candidate links for new discoveries, enabling the user to concentrate on the most promising ones.
